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TRINGAboat delivers its first serial roadable boat.

pictures at    www.TRINGAboat.fr

Perros-Guirec - France, July 5th 2020 – TRINGAboat company is proud to announce the first commercial 
delivery of its serial roadable boat.It is delivered in a seaside city in Normandy. Therefore, its owner will 
be the first worldwide boater to drive in public roads in full compliance to local traffic regula on. In that 
way he will take advantage of a unique lifestyle, in a way that he will join the sea from his garden, along 
public roads, in a few minutes only, and without moving from his helm chair.
Today, the roadable boat, nammed TRINGA, is a worldwide innova on which introduces a major 
technological breakthrough in the recrea onal boat world-wide market. Indeed, TRINGA exhibits that a 
boat can be very appealing, safe and ergonomic, performing and op mized for any recrea onal 
ac vi es, and at the same me hiding completely an effec ve road driving func on, and being very easy
to drive.

With TRINGA being available now, never in manking history, it has been so simple and easy to get to sea 
from a mansion located away from the shore of few miles, to benefit of a lifestyle that up to now, was 
only available to marinas located along the shore.

This is the achievement of almost 10 years of technical and regulatory development, as well as 
integra on of mul ples improvements generated by many customers who experimented the prototype 
of the TRINGA during last year.
TRINGA is a vehicle that combines technologies of boat-building, roadable vehicles, and intensively 
borrows aeronau cal techniques, as well as electronic and digital.

Serial produc on of the following TRINGAs is launched, and the deliveries will mely occur to french 
customers during the first year.

Today, TRINGAboat team has a headcount of 6, is installed in a factory located close to Perros-Guirec in 
France.
By the way, TRINGAboat a the only company that masters the technologies of roadable boats.

About TRINGAboat :
TRINGAboat is a French start-up founded in 2011 by Guirec DANIEL. The mission of TRINGAboat is to propose an 
access to water up to a marina quality standard, to private mansions located in any seaside city, especially those 
which are land-locked, by acquiring the first roadable boat TRINGA. By design, TRINGA drives on highways by itself 
and legally, gets into and out of the water by itself, is all-terrain, and sails the sea like the best conven onal boats.
Therefore, ge ng access to the sea has never been so quick and easy and without need of harbor berth, nor trailer, 
nor tug vehicle, not tender, nor parking place, free of charge and possibly without any de schedule.
This way, TRINGAboat has invented the concept of a roadable boat for recrea onal use, which has been disclosed 
to the public from 2013.
The roadable boat TRINGA, en rely designed and built in France, is meant for the worldwide market, and borrows
a proprietary technology protected by patents issued worldwide.

Contact:  Guirec  DANIEL  mail : guirec.daniel@tringaboat.fr   phone : (0033)6 26 12 14 81
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